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Objective:

This policy is intended to govern and manage the Learning Commons and Library assets and services to provide students: a flexible environment to learn, access to print information, access a variety of digital media, learning devices, library services, and general studies.

Policy:

The Learning Commons and Library at Olds College (Learning Commons) is a shared learning space and portfolio of services where a variety of perspectives and resources come together to support a student-centred, course-work focused, physical, digital and virtual environment. Learning Commons facilities promote collaboration, campus life, private study, reading, and innovation, along with services that support academic success. These services include access to digital and physical information resources, technology, tutoring, physical space, and student and content-creation support.

Definitions:

**Learning Commons**: As defined by Alberta Education: a modern form of a school library. They provide students:
- a flexible environment to learn
- access to traditional print information as well as a variety of other media and devices

Learning commons should help students engage with each other and their communities. They can exist in a physical or virtual space.

**Assets**: space (both physical and virtual), furnishings, physical resources, digital resources, technological devices, staff (including individual knowledge and experience), time, and budget.

**Services**: instruction, orientation, research assistance, citation and copyright assistance, tutoring, library circulation and information, 3D printing, technology assistance, space bookings, and any other professional assistance within the scope of staff ability and position.
## Related Information:

Acts and Regulations that authorize or influence this policy include, but are not limited to:

- [Alberta Education, Learning Commons Guidelines, May 2014.](#)
- [Government of Alberta, Department of Education, Ministerial Order (#001/2013)](#)

Alberta Education overview of what a Learning Commons is:
- [https://www.alberta.ca/learning-commons.aspx](#)

## Related Procedures:

- [Learning Commons and Library Governance Procedures](#)
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